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Who we are:
Jack Creative Studio is one of the premier Image Processing service providers around the world. Armed
with a highly skilled team of 25 Graphic Designers who caters their expertise to the worldwide market
through Jack Creative Studio. Their expertise is at professional level with considerable experience and are
capable of providing any kind image processing service. Jack Creative Studio is a well-established Image
Editing service provider, working 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. The ultimate goal is to provide a global
service while saving at least 40-60% cost by increasing the quality with fastest possible turnaround time.

Our Service:
1. Clipping path
We deliver handmade clipping path with every photo shoots embedded.
2. Image retouch
We have a phenomenal team with the perfect techniques and tools for both Product and Model
Retouching!
3. Image shadow
We can alter the very presentation of any photograph by adding special image shading effects such as
including a natural shadow, a reflection at a specific angle or even a drop shadow.
4. Color correction
Our Photoshop Color Masking experts use the photo masking technology to allow you to showcase the
different colors and styles of your images in your expected colors and textures.
5. Image masking
To get a perfect and professional hair masking result from any photo, our masking team has mastered all
the best techniques.
6. Image manipulation
You can find the output what we deliver as the best one. Most of all we will give you this at a very low
cost.
7. Image restoration
Our Photo Restoration Services provide you with a wide range of services that can restore your old and
damaged pictures and reconstruct it to according to your choice.
8. Raster to vector
Raster to Vector conversion means to convert raster images to vector images. But what’s significant is to
know, what precisely is raster and vector, and why this conversion is so much required after.
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Value analysis:
We have attempted to calculate the potential impact and ROI for organization we serve, based on our
experience in the industry we have put tougher an average number. I strongly believe we can impact your
bottom line the same way as the following diagram. We show the potential of our solution to improve
your business results. We are confident that our recommendation can substantially increase your
revenues and your time management.

Contact US:
Main office Flat - 2A (1st Floor)
House- 35, Road- 07 Sector- 03,
Uttara, Dhaka- 1230 Bangladesh

Phone:
+88 09606500561 +88 09606500562
Mobile:
+ 88 01617 811071
E-mail:
info@jackcreativestudio.com
Website:
www.jackcreativestudio.com
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